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• A method of purchasing life insurance
• Owned by employee
• Premiums paid by employer as a loan
• Organization receives basis back, the sum of dollars
put in for premium, plus interest
• Employee is provided with tax-free retirement income
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Split dollar arrangements are complicated, and involve complex tax
rules, the application of which depend on how policy benefits are
shared among parties to the split dollar agreement and the terms of
any loan that may exist under the agreement. This material is intended
to illustrate only one set of assumptions regarding how policy benefits
may be shared. In documenting your particular split dollar agreement,
you should work with your legal and tax advisors to ensure your
agreement is consistent with the assumptions and to ensure that you
understand any differences that may arise as a result of your split dollar
arrangement.

Role of the
Funding
Instrument
• Custom Whole Life
Insurance funding vehicle
• Organization selects
premium pay period

17All

guarantees are based on the claims-paying ability of
the issuer.
which provide an opportunity for cash value
growth, are not guaranteed.
by state.
can access the cash value in your policy, generally
tax free, via partial surrenders and policy loans. Policy
loans accrue interest and reduce the policy’s cash value
and death benefit.

18Dividends,
19Varies
20You
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Role of the
Organization
• Safety & soundness
• Fund Premium
• Collateral
Assignment

Organization

Role of the
Key
Employee
• Policy owner
• Assigns Beneficiaries
• Repays organization
from cash value
of the policy
Executive
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Role of the
Plan
Document
• Drafted by organization’s
attorney
• Specifies the details of
the arrangement
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Advantages
for the
Organization
• Recruit/Retain key
employees
• Highly selective
• Loans secured by a
collateral assignment
• Does not require IRS
approval
• Asset
• Full Recourse
• Key Man protection
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Advantages for
the Executive:
• No cash outlay
• Business assets are
used to fund this
benefit
• Life insurance
protection, possibly
reducing current
expense
• Tax-free
supplemental
retirement income
• Personally Owned

Executive
11

Potion of Cash Value & Death Benefit collaterally
assigned to protect organization
Death Benefit paid to
employee’s
beneficiaries

Organization
pays
premium as
“loan” to
employee

Supplemental Retirement
Income to employee

Cash Value
Accumulation

Organization receives full recourse
(basis returned)
+ interest *
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Potion of Cash Value & Death Benefit collaterally
assigned to protect organization

Organization
pays
premium as
“loan” to
employee

Death Benefit paid to
employee’s
beneficiaries
Supplemental Retirement
Income to employee

Organization receives full recourse
(basis returned)
+ interest *

Potion of Cash Value & Death Benefit collaterally
assigned to protect organization

Organization
pays
premium as
“loan” to
employee

Release
Cash to
employee

Supplemental Retirement
Income to employee

Death Benefit paid to
employee’s
beneficiaries

53

Cash Value Accumulation

Organization receives full recourse
(basis returned)
+ interest *

Martin

Mike

Sarah

• 45 Year Old
• Retire Age 57

• 60 Year Old
• Retire Age 65

• 30 Year Old
• Release cash for
children’s college
• Retire at age 53
15
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715-896-3648
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Split dollar arrangements are complicated, and involve complex tax
rules, the application of which depend on how policy benefits are
shared among parties to the split dollar agreement and the terms of
any loan that may exist under the agreement. This material is intended
to illustrate only one set of assumptions regarding how policy benefits
may be shared. In documenting your particular split dollar agreement,
you should work with your legal and tax advisors to ensure your
agreement is consistent with the assumptions and to ensure that you
understand any differences that may arise as a result of your split dollar
arrangement. Neither New York Life nor its Agents offer tax or legal
advice.
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